(b) There is a homomorphism, d:p-~>y, such that d(xa) -x(da)x~~1
(aEp, *G7).
(c) a-\-b~-a=(da)b for every pair, a, &Cp.
Notice that any group, p, is a crossed (7, d)-module, with a suitable choice of 7 and d. For example we may take 7 to be the group of inner automorphisms of p, and d to be defined by (2.1c). Notice also that any Abelian group, p, which admits 7 as a group of operators is a crossed (7, d)-module with dp = l.
Let C be the group p made Abelian and let h be the natural homomorphism h:p->C. Then A -1 (0) is generated by the commutators, a+b -a -b, or, using (2.1c), (da)b -b. Therefore C may also be regarded as p with the operators in dp "neutralized." It follows from (2.1b) that dp is an invariant sub-group of 7. Let y=y/dp and let ££7 be the co-set containing a given element #£7. Given te£C, we define x(ha) =h(xa). The transformation x:C->C, thus defined, is single-valued since the commutator sub-group of p is transformed into itself by x (and indeed by any automorphism). It is obvious that x: C-+C is an endomorphism; also that lha = ha and x{x f ha) = (xx')ha. Therefore C is a 7-module, i.e. an Abelian group which admits 7 as a group of operators. Moreover h is an operator homomorphism, in the sense that h(xa) = xha.
It follows from (2.1c) that (da)b = b if b is in the center of p. That is to say the elements in dp operate trivially on the centre of p, which may therefore be regarded as a 7-module. It also follows from (2.1c), with da = l, that d~l(l) is in the centre of p. Moreover it follows from (2.1b) that d(xa) = 1 if da = 1, whence d~l(l) is transformed into itself by the operators in 7. Therefore ^_ 1 (1) may also be regarded as a 7-module.
Since d~l(l) is in the centre of p the group p is a central extension of d~~l(l) by dp. If it is also a trivial extension, i.e. if d has a right inverse, 8:dp-»p (d0 = l), it follows that p is the direct sum p=^-1 (l) +6dp. Since h makes p Abelian and since d~l{\) is already Abelian it follows that h\d~l{\) is then an isomorphism (into). Therefore we have: LEMMA (l) by dp, then da~l and ha = 0 together imply a = 0.
If p is a trivial extension of d~l
In particular h\d~~l(l) is an isomorphism (into) if dp is a free group, since any extension by a free group is trivial. Therefore h\d~l{\) is an isomorphism (into) if 7 is a free group.
Let p' be a crossed (7', d')-module a nd let g'*y->y' be a given homomorphism. By an operator homomorphism, fip-^p (b) f(xb) = (gx)fb (xGy,be P). We shall describe ƒ as an operator isomorphism 41 if, and only if, it and g are both isomorphisms. Notice that this definition applies to ordinary modules, with tfp = l, d'p' = l> in which case (2.2b) is the operative condition. Notice also that, if there is no x'G^y' such that x'fb-fb for every &£p, then it follows from (2.2b) that the same operator homomorphism, p->p', cannot be associated with each of two different homomorphisms 7->7'. This is the case, for example, if p' is a free 7'-module and fp contains a basis element of p'.
We now define what we call a free crossed y-module} Let \aî\ be any indexed 6 aggregate, let 7 be a given group and let an arbitrary element x*£7 be associated with each oti. We define an additive group, p, by means of "symbolic" generators and relations. The generators shall be all triples ( + , x, a*-), where x£7, together with their "negatives" ( -, x, «»•)> We write ( + , x, ai) as (x, oti) and ( -, x, ai) as -(x, ai). The relations shall be where €; = ±1, #»£7, and repetitions are allowed. We shall describe a crossed module, p', as free if, and only if, it is operator isomorphic to a crossed module, p, of the sort just defined. This being so, a set of elements will be called a basis for p' if, and only if, it is the image of {ai} in an operator isomorphism p->p'.
In general there will be many operator isomorphisms, p-+p' f and hence many bases for p'.
We now prove a lemma, which is fundamental in realizability problems. Let p be a free crossed (7, d)-module and p' an arbitrary crossed (7', d')" m°c lule. Let #17-»7' be an arbitrary homomorphism and let {ai} be a basis for p. With each basis element ai we associate an element bl £p', which satisfies the condition d'bl = gdai> but is otherwise arbitrary. LEMMA 
There is a unique operator hornornorphisrn, f:p->p', associated with g, such that f ai = bl for each value of i.
We assume, as we obviously may, that p is defined, as above, in terms of symbolic generators (x, al) and that a* is the element corresponding to (1, a{) . Then d'bl = gdai = gXi and it follows from (2.1c), in p', that Since p is generated by {xai} it follows that (2.2a) is satisfied. Similarly ƒ is uniquely determined by the condition f ai = bl, and the lemma is proved. We conclude the section with two "extreme" examples of a free crossed module, p. First let dp = l. Then (2.3) merely expresses the fact that p is commutative, and p will be called a free y-tnodule. In this case we can collect all the terms e\X\ai X in (2.4), which have the same i\, and write (2.4) as A free Abelian group, 7 which admits 7 as a group of operators, is not necessarily a free 7-module. Therefore a crossed (7, d)-module is not necessarily free just because (2.1c) is a complete set of relations between a set of generating elements #, b,
Secondly let 7 be a free group and, in the original definition of a free crossed module, let {#*•} be a set of free generating elements of 7 (inverses not included). Let x = x% • • • x\l (e\= ±1). Then it follows from (2.3), and their "negatives," which are consequences of (2.3) and the trivial relations, that
Therefore it follows by induction on n that p is generated by {a»-}, without the help of the operators in 7. Therefore the right inverse, d~l:y-^p, of d, which is given by d~lXi = di, is onto p. Therefore d:p^y. Thus p is an ordinary free group, which is freely generated by {di}. Also 7 written additively and operating on itself according to the rule xy-x+y-x (x, ydy) is a free (7, l)-module. A set of free generating elements will be called a basis for 7, whether the multiplicative or the additive notation is used.
3.
A lemma on crossed homomorphisms. Let G be an additive group, which need not be Abelian, and let 7 be a multiplicative group, which operates on G. A crossed homomorphism, h:y->G, is a map such that
We shall generally be presented with a group G, a group, 7', which operates on G, and a homomorphism fly->y'. In this case a crossed homomorphism, hly-^G, will mean the same as before, with xd = (fx)d (XGT, a£G), and h will be called a crossed homomorphism dssocidted with f. Notice that, writing x = l in (3.1), we have h(l) =0 and writing x~y~l we have hy~l = -y~~lhy.
Then
As an example, which occurs in §10 below, let ƒ, f'iy-*G be two homomorphisms and let us write ab~a+b-a (a, bQG). Let OiG-^G be a fixed endomorphism and let h:y-*G be given by
Therefore h is a crossed homomorphism associated with ƒ. Let 7 be a free group, which operates on G, and let {xi} be a basis for 7. With each Xi we associate an arbitrary element a»£G. Then fcr t =a t -, hx^1^ --xj l ai. It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that
for any ££7. Hence, assuming that h(xy) =hx+xhy, for a given #£7, we have
It follows from induction on n that (3.1) is satisfied. Therefore h is a crossed homomorphism.
Let h:y-»G be any crossed homomorphism such that hxi = a{. Then it follows from (3.1) and induction on n that h is given by (3.2) and (3.3). Therefore h is unique and the lemma is proved.
4. Homotopy systems. Let p = {p n } (» = 1, 2, • • • ) be a family of groups, together with a "boundary operator," d, which is a family of homomorphisms, d r \p r ->p r "i (r^2), such that dd = 0 (i.e. d r d r +ip r +i is the neutral element in p r _i). The group p n shall be multiplicative if w = l and additive if n>\, though possibly noncommutative if n -2. It follows from (4.1b) below and (2.1b) that dpi is an invariant subgroup of pi. We write pi=pi/dp2, and #£j5i will always denote the co-set containing a given element x£pi. The system p and the operator d shall satisfy the conditions: 8 d n x~xd n (n>2), for each operator #£pi. We describe such a system as a homotopy system. If p r = 0 for r>n^0 but PWT^O, in case n>0, we shall describe p as n-dimensional and shall write w = dim p (if r = 1 then p r = 0 means pi = l).
For the sake of uniformity it will be convenient to let pi operate on p n (n>2) according to the rule xa = xa, where a(Epn, #£pi. Also, in order to include the case n = 1 in such formulae as (4.3) below, we shall sometimes think of pi as an additive group, which operates on itself according to the rule xy~x+y-x.
With these conventions (4.Id) reduces to dx = xd. When considered as a group of operators pi will always be multiplicative.
Let p-{pn} and p'={pn} be two homotopy systems and let jfi'Pi-*Pi be a homomorphism such that fidzpzC-dipl, where d denotes the boundary operator in both p and p'. Then/i induces a homomorphism, filpi-*pi, which is given by ]&=]&. Let f n :p n -*Pn (n^2) be an operator homomorphism, which is associated with/i if n~2 and with/i if n>2. Then, with the convention explained in the preceding paragraph, we may describe f n as associated with f\ for any n^2. Notice that fid^pzCdzpi if there is a homomorphism, fcp%-*pl, such that/i^2 = ^2f2.
By a homomorphism, f:p->p f , we shall mean a family of homo- where %idi = 0. When n = 1 this is another way of writing
We shall describe a homomorphism, ƒ :p-»p', as an equivalence, if, and only if, there is a homomorphism, /':p'-»p, such that /'/~1, ff'c^l, where 1 denotes the identical isomorphism both in p and in p'. We shall describe p as equivalent to p', and shall write p=p', if, and only if, there is an equivalence, ƒ :p-»p'. It is not difficult to prove this directly. However we shall deduce it from theorems proved in § §10, 11 below.
Let /~g:p-»p'. Then it follows from (4.4) that
where a is an inner automorphism of p{. Let ƒ :p-»p' be an equivalence and let f:p'->p be such that /'/~1, ff~\. Then f{fi = a, JJ{ = <*' , where a, a' are inner automorphisms of ft, p{. Hence it follows that/i is an isomorphism.
5.
The homotopy system of a complex. By a complex we shall mean a connected, CW-complex, as defined in (I), which may be finite or infinite. The characteristic maps of the cells in a complex will now be maps I n ->e n (not a n -^e n ) r where I n is the w-cube in Hubert space, which is given by Og/i, • • • , t n S 1, /» = 0 if i>n^0, with 1° = (0,0, • • -). # Our conventions concerning homotopy groups are as follows. We treat I n as lXl n~~l (n^l) and define
Thus /i" 1 is the face of I» in which / x = l. be a fixed homotopy such that 5o = l, 5iE r~l = P. Then we say that a map
4>:(I',dI*,P)-+(P,P 1h po)
represents the element of 7r r (P, P 0 , po), which is defined by the map </ >Si : P-»P. Similarly a map *:(*/',/°)->(Po,#o) will be said to represent the element of 7r r _i(Po, po), which is defined by the map (Ml/T 1 )*:/" 1 ->*<>. determines an isomorphism X:7T r (P, Po, pi) -* T r (P, Po, #o), and also its inverse, X""
be a map which represents an element a'£7r r (P, Po, £o ). Let a£7r r (P, Po, £o) be represented by the map (5.1), joined to £o by the path X. Then it is easily verified that fa is represented by the map $0', joined to q 0 by the path 0X. Taking pó =po it follows that ƒ is an operator homomorphism associated with the homomorphism, 7Ti(P 0 , po)-*7ri(Qoj go), which is induced 10 by <j>. Similar remarks apply to 7r r _i(P 0 , po) and 7r r _i(P 0 , pó), related to each other by the path X.
Let K be a given complex and let a 0-cell, e°£i£°, be taken as base-point for all groups w n (K n Let {e?} (n*z2) be the w-cells in K and let a»Gpn be the element represented by a characteristic map for e?, joined to e° by a path in X w-1 . Then {a*-} is a basis, which we describe as a natural basis, for p w . Let TQK 1 be a tree (cf. [4, p. 322]) which is a sub-complex containing K°, and let {e\} be the 1-cells in K} -T. Let g<: J->e\ be a characteristic map for e\ and let x*Gpi be the element represented by a path in T y which leads from e° to gt(0), followed by gi, followed by a path in T, which leads from g*(l) back to e°. Then {xi} is a basis for Pi-A (cellular) map, 14 <j):K-->L, in a complex L, with base point e'°=<£e°, obviously induces a homomorphism, f: Let KxQK be a (connected) sub-complex, which contains 15 K n~l 12 See §16 below. 13 I.e. we use pi and x£;pi to denote iri(K) and tàÇ-Ti(K), etc., where i:pi-*Ti(K) is the ismorphism in which corresponding elements are represented by the same map 14 It is to be understood that all our maps and homotopies are cellular (see L in §5 of (I)) and, except when the contrary is stated, that a given map, K-*L, carries the base point of K into the base point of L. 18 The condition K n~l (Z.K\ is not necessary to Lemma 4 below but it helps to simplify the notation. This is essentially the same as Lemma 7 in §9 of [6] , except that we must now pay attention to base points. Let j3/a<r = gj3a<r, let q ff = fop* and let l*, = *oX,:
, gv) be the isomorphism determined by the path \x a and let
k,:(I*,dI»,P)-+(L»,L"-\q,)
be a map which represents the element \ilfa a . Then fe^c)/ 71 and <l>oha\dI n both represent the image of (3fa a = gjSa, in the isomorphism,
which is determined by the path /z,. Therefore it follows from the proof of Lemma 7 in [ó], applied to each cell e n a1 that </ >o can be extended to a map, 4>i\Kx->L, such that fa a is represented by the map 0i^:I n -»Z>, joined to e'° by the path /x,. 
i:p(Ko)-^p(K).
Since 0i|i^o=0o it is obvious that fH=f°. Also f°=fi°:=fi 1 i, since </ >o is a partial realization of ƒ. Therefore fHa° -fiHa* if a°GPn(i£o). If {dj} is a natural basis for Pr»(Ko) then {iaj, a*} is a natural basis for p n (Ki). Since f x b -fi x b if b -ia*} or aj and also (obviously) if bÇiPr(Ki) with rj^n it follows that f l=z fi lTherefore <j>i is a partial realization of ƒ and the lemma is proved.
In general a homomorphism ƒ :p(K)-^p(L) cannot be realized by a map K->L. For example a complex projective plane and the union of a 2-sphere and a 4-sphere with a single common point may be covered by complexes, K and L, each of which consists of a 0-cell, a 2-cell and a 4-cell. Then p n (K) ^p n {L) 1 both groups being cyclic infinite if n = 2 or 4 and zero otherwise. By considering the cohomology rings, or the groups 7r 3 (iT), T S (L) f one sees that an isomorphism p(K)-^p(L) cannot be realized by a map K->L.
6. Realizability. We shall describe a complex, K y as a {geometrical) realization of a given homotopy system, p, if, and only if, p^p(K). In §15 below we given an example of a homotopy system which has no geometrical realization. Thus it is not always possible to realize either a homormophism p(K)-*p(L) by a map K-^L or a homotopy system p by a complex K. In this section we prove three theorems which state sufficient conditions for both kinds of realizability to be possible. 
is onto 17 <Cii(0). Also /i^^G^iCST 1 ) if ^ = 2. Therefore there is an element } i 67r tt _i(I n "* 1 ), such that
Let gil(dl n , J 0 )->( J K>~1, e°) be a map which represents bi. Let {E 1 }} be a set of ^-elements, which are disjoint from each other and from K n~1 and let hi:dE"-*dI n be a homeomorphism. We attach eJ=JEJ-ö£? toZ"-1 by means of the map gihiidE^K^K The result is a complex, i£ n = K n~x \J {é\}, in which é\ has a characteristic map,
d n a( = jnr-ibi = fn-id n ai. Hence, and from Lemma 2 if n = 2, an operator homomorphism, fn»Pn-^Pn(K n ), which is obviously an isomorphism, is defined by /«a»-= a/. Moreover it also follows from (6.1) that d n f n =f%Z\d n . Therefore we have defined an isomorphism ƒ :p-^p(K n ), where /r=/?~1 if r<n y and the theorem follows by induction on n. Let p 1 = l. Then p r (r^3) and hence any sub-group of p r is a free Abelian group.
18 Therefore d n p n is a free Abelian group (n^4). Let {bi} be a basis for d n p ni let CiÇzd^bi and let C n Cp n be the sub-group generated by {c t }. A relation between the elements {ci) would imply the corresponding relation between {bi}, whence {Ci} is a basis for C". Therefore, as in elementary homology theory, p n is the direct sum p n = Z n + C n > where Z n = J^1(0), and d n \ C n is an isomorphism onto d n p n . Let {z*} be a basis for Z n .
By Theorem 2, p 3 has a realization i£ 3 , where p r means the same as before. Let n^4 and assume that there is a complex, i£ w-1 , such that and is onto d^i(O). Then the proof of Theorem 2 shows that there is a complex,
and/ r *|p n " 1 =/ w~1 . Moreover we may suppose that 9ex=
:^0 G^0, for each value of X, where e\ is the cell which corresponds to 2x£Z^ Let this be so and let P n be the union of the w-spheres ex. Then any element in Z n is represented by a map, (7 M , dl n )->{P n , e°), which also represents an element in T n (K n ). Therefore j n is onto Z n . Let i£ r = K^JK r (r ^ 1) and assume that #0 has been extended to a partial realization, <£ n _i:i£ w _i->L, of ƒ, where 2^w^w + l. Let
) be the homomorphism induced by #n-i. Then it is easily verified that
, since w-l^ra. Therefore j3n/n = gj8 w and it follows from Lemma 4 that <j> n -i can be extended to a partial realization, (j> n :K n ->L, of/. The theorem now follows by induction on n.
7. Homotopy and equivalence. We state three theorems, which will be proved in § §13, 14 below. Let K, L be given complexes and let As a corollary to Theorems 4 and 6 we have :
and if L is a J m -complex, then K^L if y and only if, p{K) ^p(L). More precisely, an equivalence, p(K)-*p(L), can be realized by a homotopy equivalence, K-~>L, and conversely.
Since every complex is a JVcomplex it follows from this and Theorem 2 that an equivalence class of 3-dimensional homotopy systems is an algebraic equivalent of the homotopy type of a 3-dimensional complex. Moreover, if dim p^3 and if K, L are any complexes
For it follows from Theorem 2 that p can be realized by a complex, P z , and it follows from Theorem 4 that equivalences,
can be realized by maps P Z ->K, P Z ->L, which are homotopy equivalences by Theorem 6. Therefore K=P Z^L .
In a later paper we shall prove that if p =p', dim p, dim p' < °o, where p, p' are given homotopy systems, and if p can be realized geometrically, so can p'. Therefore, if an equivalence class of homotopy systems contains one, p, such that dim péS, then every homotopy system in the class can be realized geometrically and all the resulting complexes are of the same homotopy type.
By taking K = S Z , L = S 2 we see that the converse of Theorem 5, namely fc^f' implies <£^<£', does not hold, even if L is a Jm-complex and dim K^m + 1. However we shall prove:
is a J m -complex and dim K^m, thenfc^f' implies
It follows that the homotopy theory of 2-dimensional complexes, including the homotopy classification of mappings, is equivalent to the purely algebraic theory of free crossed modules, whose groups of operators are free groups.
Chain groups.
With each homotopy system, p={p n }> which need not have a geometrical realization, we associate a system of chain groups, C={Cr} (r = 0, 1, • • • ). Each group C r shall be a free pimodule and C n shall be operator isomorphic to p n if n > 2 and to p 2 made Abelian if n = 2. The group G shall have a basis [ci] which is in a (1-1) correspondence, Xi-*d, with a basis {xi} for p\. The group Co shall have a basis consisting of a single element c°. The ele-ment c° is to be a "preferred" or special element in Co. We allow pi to operate on C n in the same way as on p n (n>2).
The system C shall be related to p by a preferred family of maps,
The map h n shall be an operator isomorphism if n > 2 and h 2 shall be an operator homomorphism (onto), whose kernel is the commutator sub-group of p2. The map h\ shall be the crossed homomorphism which is uniquely determined by hxi = d, according to Lemma 3. We now define a boundary operator, ô, which is a family of operator homomorphisms, ô n :C n -»C n _i (w^l), such that d n d n +i = 0. We shall define it in such a way that
We postpone the definition of d 2 and define 3i by 9i^-= (#* -l)c°. Let g:pi-»Co be the (principal) crossed homomorphism, which is given by gx = (# -l)c°. The map dihi'.px-ïc 0 is the resultant of the crossed homomorphism hi and the operator homomorphism d%. Therefore it is a crossed homomorphism. Moreover g and dxhi are both associated with the same homomorphism, x->x y of pi onto pi. Since dihiXi~gXi, from the uniqueness part of Lemma 3 öiAi -g, which is expressed by (8.1a). In order to prove this we introduce a complex, K l = e°\J{el}, where {e\} is a set of 1-cells which is in a (1-1) and from (8.1b) that
Since h n is onto C n {n ^ 2) it follows that dd = 0. Let cGC and xGpi be given. Then we have: 2) g n h n = h n f n then we shall say that ƒ induces or realizes the chain mapping g. In this case it follows from (8.1a), (9.2) and the relation gx~(fx)g (#£px) that Let ƒ :p-»p' be given. Then we define go by goxc°= (fix)c'°. Let {xi} be a basis for pi. Then {/w*} is a basis for C\ and we define gi by gifaXi^fafiXi. It is easily verified that gihi, &i/i:pi->Ci' are both crossed homomorphisms associated with/i. Therefore gihi = hifi, according to Lemma 3.
If ^ à 2 we define g n by g n h n = & w ƒ". If h^a = 0, then a £p£ and/ 2 <z £P2 C > whence hzfea -O. Therefore g 2 is a single-valued map, which is obviously an operator homomorphism associated with/i. So is gn~h n f n hZ x (n>2). The family of maps g n : C n -*Cn satisfies (9.2). Since h n is onto C n if n>l and {fex^} is a basis for C\ it follows that (9.2), together with Jx and (9.1a), determine {g n } uniquely.
It follows from (9.2), with n = l, and (8.1) that
Therefore ôigi = godi. 'A similar, but simpler, argument shows that dngn = gn-id n for any n>\. Therefore g={g«} is a (uniquely determined) chain mapping, which is induced by ƒ. Now let g\C-*C' be a given chain mapping, associated with a Therefore it follows from Lemma 1 that dzfz-f2dz : =0 i which completes the proof.
There is an element of arbitrariness in the choice of ƒ1, satisfying (9.4). Let fi'.px->p/ be a given homomorphism such that hifi^gifa.
Then the above construction gives fip->p' uniquely. Therefore we have the addendum to Theorem 9 :
ADDENDUM. The chain mapping g has a unique realization, ƒ, such that f i : pi->p{ is a given homomorphism y which satisfies the condition hifi = gih.
10. Chain homotopy. Let p, p' be given homotopy systems and C, C' the associated systems of chain groups. By a chain deformation operator: rj:C->C', associated with a homomorphism, fi'.pi->pi , we shall mean a family of operator homomorphisms, rj n :C n -i~>C n (w^l), associated with/i. Let g, g':C->C' be chain mappings associated with homomorphisms /i, ƒ/ : pi->pi . We shall describe g as chain homotopic to g', and shall write g^g', if, and only if, there is an element w'Gp/ and a chain deformation operator, rj: C->C', associated with ƒ] such that For di7]i:Co-^Có is an operator homomorphism associated with Ji. Therefore it follows from (10.1) o that
But we also have First let fcxf' and let ƒ, f' be related by (10.4). Let \xi\ be a basis for p\. Let rjilCo-»Ci, f)i*C\-*C{ be the operator homomorphisms, associated with /i, which are defined by 7}iC Q = hiW, y\Jk\Xi: = h&zXi. Clearly 772^1, h^\p\-^Ci are both crossed homomorphisms associated with the homomorphism x->fix. Therefore 772&1 = fe?2. Since p 3 ' is Abelian it follows that ^J^O) =0. Therefore a single-valued map, 773 «G->C*3, which is obviously an operator homomorphism, is defined by 973^2 = ^3?3-Let rjn = h n^r thnli if n>3. Then (10.5) is satisfied.
Let F n :p n ->pn , G r : C r -*Cl be the maps which are given by
We shall prove that Let fapi-ïpi be the crossed homomorphism which is determined by %2Xi = a', according to Lemma 3. Then, reverting to the additive notation for p{, we have fe&tft = VïhiXi, dfaXi = W*j{ Xi -fiXi.
Clearly h&i, Vzhilpi-tC^ are crossed homomorphisms associated with the homomorphism x-rfix. Also ^2'Pi-»Pi and, as observed in §3, (w' f{ -fi)lpi->p{ are crossed homomorphisms associated with/i. Therefore If n>2 we define
thus defining a deformation operator £, which satisfies (10.5b). Since (1Q.3) and (10.5) are satisfied, so is (10.7). Since G w = 0 it follows that hnFn^O, whence F n = Q if n>2. Since and £™ by ^ = t^X-i (wè 3). But we have proved that there is a deformation operator, %ip->p', associated with /i, which satisfies these conditions. Therefore the fact that £2 is a crossed homomorphism associated with/i, and £ n an operator homomorphism if w> 2, is a consequence of Fi = 0 and (10.5).
11. Chain equivalence: Proof of Theorem 1. Let C, C" be systems of chain groups associated with homotopy systems p, p'. A chain mapping, g: C->C\ is called a c&ai» equivalence if, and only if, there is a chain mapping, g f \C f ->C, such that g'g~l, gg'~l. We shall describe C as equivalent to C', and shall write C==C, if, and only if, there is a chain equivalence g: C-*C\ Therefore 77 + w' 77 ' is a chain deformation operator associated with fi. Therefore g£^g' and g'^g" together imply gcmg". Therefore ~ is an equivalence relation. The relation 2= is obviously reflexive and symmetric. Let C, C, C" be chain groups associated with homotopy systems p, p', p n \ Let 1~g\C-*C\fc*Lg'\C'-*C".
Then it is easily verified that
It follows from this, as in the ordinary theory of homotopy or chain homotopy, that = is transitive. This completes the proof. Let p, p' be given homotopy systems and C, C' associated systems of chain groups. THEOREM 
p=p r if, and only if, C^C'. More precisely, a homomorphism, f:p->p', is an equivalence if, and only if, the induced chain mapping, g: C-*C', is a chain equivalence.
Let/:p-»p' and fip'-*p be homomorphisms and let g'.C-*C' and g r \C'-^C be the induced chain mappings. Then g f g, gg' are induced by ƒ' ƒ> ff-Also the identical chain mappings, 1:C, C'~*C, C' are obviously induced by l:p, p'-*p, p'. Therefore it follows from Theorem 10 that f'fc^l, ff'c^Ll if, and only if, g'g^l, gg'^1. This proves the theorem.
As an obvious corollary of Theorems 11 and 12 we have one half of Theorem 1, namely that s= is an equivalence relation between homotopy systems. To prove the other half let fc^f':p->p' and let g, g f \C-^C' be the induced chain mappings. Then it follows from Theorems 10 and 11 that g^g', g'~g,/'~/. Therefore the relation ~ is symmetric. Similarly it is transitive and it is obviously reflexive. Therefore it is an equivalence relation. This proves Theorem 1. It follows from (10.3), and an argument similar to the one at the end of §4, that the homomorphism, fi'.pi->p{, which is associated with a chain equivalence, is necessarily an isomorphism.
12. Covering complexes. Let J? be a universal covering complex of a given complex, K, with base point e°£i£ 0 . Let p:K->K be the covering map and let a 0-cell e 0 G^_ 1^0 be taken as base point in K. We shall show how a system of chain groups {C n }, associated with p(K), may be "realized " as a system of chain groups in K.
Our conventions concerning homology are as follows. Let X and XQCX be given spaces. Then H n {X, X 0 ) will denote the nth relative homology group, with integral coefficients, which is defined in terms of (finite) singular chains. By an oriented ^-element, £ n , we shall mean an ^-element, E n , associated with a generator, c, of
induces a homomorphism and we shall described d*c as the element represented by 0. Similar observations apply to dE n and maps dE n -*Xo. We orient I so that 0 is its first and 1 is its last point. We orient ƒ"== JxI n~l (n^l) and its faces by induction on n and the standard rule for orienting topological products. This gives
Following S. Eilenberg and N. E. Steenrod we take
as the group of w-chains 22 
in K, with Co(K)=Ho(Ë°). We shall use r(x): K->K
to denote the covering transformation (Deckbewegung), which is determined by #£pi = 7ri(i£). We shall also use % to denote the automorphism 22 See [ll] and also [13, §17] . All our chains are finite because of (D) and (N) in in §5 of (I), from which it follows that any compact sub-set is contained in a finite sub-complex of K,
which is induced by r(x). It satisfies the condition dx = xd. The group C ni with #:C W -»C W thus defined, is a free pi-module.
Let {e"} be the cells in K and let ê? G ^ be a cell which covers e*. The cell e? may be any one of those which cover él unless n = 0 and e\ is the base point e°(Ei£°. In this case e? shall be the base point e°£j?
0 . Let c?GC n be an elementary n-chain associated with ef, meaning the element represented by a characteristic map for e%. Then {ci} is a basis, which we call a natural basis, for C n .
We proceed to show that the groups C n (n>l) are related to the groups p n =p n (K) in the way described in §8. If K° consists of a single 0-cell the same is true of Co, C\. In general we shall define sub-groups of Co, Ci which are thus related to p 0 , pi. We begin with some preliminary observations on lifted maps and homotopies.
Let Let X: (I n , P)->{K n , e°) (n*zl) be a map which represents a given element a(E.Pn-We define h n aÇ_C n as the element represented by the lifted map \:I n -^K n .
If n>\, then h n :p n -+C n is the resultant of the "lifting" isomorphism, p n -*'Pn= : pn(K) 1 followed by the homomorphism 7i n :7>n~-*C n , in which corresponding elements are represented by the same map. The latter is onto and its kernel is the commutator sub-group of p n , which is zero if n>2. Therefore h n is onto and its kernel is the commutator sub-group of p". As in §8 above it follows that hilpi-^d is a crossed homomorphism and that
where £°£Co is the elementary 0-chain associated with e°.
We prove that h n (n^2) is an operator homomorphism. Let
be a map, which represents a given element x£p, and let 6 be the lifted map. Then 5(1) =r(x)ë 0 . If a£p w is represented by a map, Xi:/ n -»i£ n , then xa is represented by a map, \olI n ->K n , which is related to Xi by a homotopy, X,:
. Let X* be the lifted homotopy (\ 0 I 0 = ë°) and let X' be the map defined by lifting Xi. Then X' represents h n a and, as in (12.3), Xi = r(#)X'. Therefore Xi represents xh n a. But h n (xa) is represented by Xo and hence also by Xi, since an element of C n is defined without reference to base points. Therefore (12.6) h n (xa) = xh n a (n è 2).
We now prove that dh = hd. Let
be a map which defines a£p w , where and kp = (l, p) y as in §5. Let X be the map defined by lifting X. Since E n~x is connected it follows that XE n_1 = e°} whence \(dIT~1)=e°. Therefore /x lifts into /x = x|/r 1 and »k lifts into Jik. Therefore Jik represents h n -\d n a. The element d n h n a is represented by \\dl n or, since X£ n_1 = ^° and n -\ >0, by Jx or by Jik. Therefore (12.7) d n h n = h n^dn (n^ 2).
Let TC.K 1 be a tree, which is a sub-complex containing K°, and let TC.K 1 be the component of p~lT which contains the base point e°. Let Cr(T)CC r (r = 0, 1) be the group of r-chains carried by T.
Since wi(T) = l it follows that p\ T is a homeomorphism onto T. Therefore C r (T) is an ordinary free Abelian group. Since K°C.T, a basis for CQ(T) is a basis for Co. Let CI CCi be the (free) p r module, which is generated 24 by a basis for Ci(f). If XVT let {e\} be the 1-cells in K l -T and let gi'.I-+ë] be a characteristic map for e\. Let Oiil-ïK 1 be the map which consists of a path in T, leading from e° to gt(0), followed by g;, followed by a path in T, which leads from gi(l) back to e°. Let x^Gpi be the element defined by 0*. Then {#»•] is a basis for pi. Since AiX»GCi is represented by the lifted map, 0*, it follows that h\%i = c % + c/ where £* is defined by the map £*: I-*K l , such that g* =pg;, g;(0) G 2\ and c t ' G Ci'*. The set {Ci}, together with a natural basis, {Cx' }, for C{ constitutes a natural basis, {c*, Cx' }, for &. Therefore {hi%i, c{ } is a basis for G. Hence C\ is the direct sum
where Çj* is the (free) pi-module generated by {h\Xi}. Let Co*CCo be the pi-module generated by the elementary 0-chain, c°, associated with e°. Let C* = C n if n> 1. Then hnpndC* and we interpret & n as a map h n :pn->C* (nàl). It follows from (12.5), (12.6) and (12.7) that p(i£) is related by fe n to the system C* = {C w *} in the way described in §8.
We shall describe C as the complete system and C* as a normalized system of chain groups determined by i£. In general C* depends on the choice of T. If K°=T = e° then C* = C.
LEMMA 6. C? = d~lC?.
It follows from (12.5) that 5iC*CC 0 *. We have to prove that, if âicGCo* (cGCi) then CÇLC*. Let {ex} be the set of elementary 0-chains associated with the 0-cells in T -ë°. Let V\ = Cx -c°. Then {c°, z;x} is a basis for Co. Therefore Co is the direct sum (12.9) Co = Co* + Co', where Co' has \V\} for a basis. Since ? is a tree there is a basis, {c\ }, for Ci(f) such that dxC\ -v\. Then {c\ } is a basis for the summand C{ in (12.8) and di| C{ is an isomorphism onto C 0 '\ Let c -c* +c', where c*EC? 9 c'<^C{; and let ôicGCo*. Since diG*CC 0 *, diC{ CCo' it follows that d x c' = 0. Therefore c' = 0 and cGC x *.
I.e. generated by pi, operating on the basis elements in Ci(T). Let 4> be a homotopy equivalence. Then it follows from Theorem 12, by a familiar argument, that g is a chain equivalence.
Chain mappings: Proof of
Conversely, let g be a chain equivalence. Then the associated homomorphism, fi\TT\(K)->xi(L), which is the one induced by </ >, is an isomorphism. Also the induced homomorphism, 26 H n (K)-»iJ w (Z), is an isomorphism, for each n^Q. Therefore Theorem 14 follows from Theorem 3 in (I).
Let K« = e\ L* = e'°, so that C(K) = C*(K), C(L) = C*(L), and let f:p(K)-^p(L)
be the homomorphism induced by 4>:K->L. Then it is to be expected, and is in fact proved in Lemma 9 below, that the chain mapping, g\ C(K)->C(L), which is induced by <£, is the one induced by/. Therefore Theorems 5, 6 follow at once from Theorems 13, 14 and Theorems 10, 12. In general there is a gap between Theorems 13, 14 and Theorems 10, 12, which we bridge by means of three lemmas concerning C*(K) and C*(L).
The identical map i:C*(K)->C(K) is obviously a chain mapping. 
Since gc* = c'° it follows that goCf(K)CCf(L).
Also d x c*eCo*(K) if c*<Ed*(K). Therefore digic = godtf* GC 0 (X) and it follows from Lemma 6 that giC*(K)<ZC*{L). Since i is the identity and k\C*(L) = l it follows that g*, in (13.1), is given by g*c*=g n c* if c*GC(Z). Therefore g n h n a = g*h n a for each aÇ:p n {K) and »^1.
Let \:I n -+K n be a map representing aÇzp n (K). Then/ M a is represented by </>\ =/x, say, and h n f n a by the lifted map #. Obviously p = 0X, where <j>, X are defined by lifting <j>, X. But <£X represents the element gnh n a -gnh n a. Therefore hf~g*h and the lemma is proved.
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Let the notation be the same as before and let <j>c^<j>':K->L. Then it follows from Theorem 13 and Lemma 8 that g*~g'* and from Lemma 9 and Theorem 10 that/^/'. This proves Theorem 5.
PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Since i, k are chain equivalences it follows that g* t given by (13.1), is a chain equivalence if, and only if, g is a chain equivalence. Therefore Theorem 6 follows from Theorem 14, Lemma 9 and Theorem 12.
As an analogue to the corollary to Theorem 6 we have:
and if L is a J m -cotnplex, then K^L if t and only if, C(K)z=C(L). More precisely, any chain equivalence, C(K)->C(L), can be realized by a homotopy equivalence, K-*L, and conversely.

Since k:C(K)->C*(K) and i:C*(L)->C(L)
are chain equivalences this follows from the corollary to Theorem 6, from Lemma 9 and from Theorem 12.
We conclude the section with a theorem on the realizability of chain mappings, which is analogous to Theorem 4. Let be a map representing a given element x £pi (K) and let X : I-+K 1 = K\ be the lifted map. Then it follows from Lemma 10 that g*hix = gihix is represented by the map 0 O A, which also represents h\f\x. Therefore hif% = g*hi. Hence it follows from the addendum to Theorem 9 that there is a realization, ƒ \p(K)-*p{L), of g*, such that/i=/?. Jm-complex it follows from Theorem 16 that yp can be extended throughout P, whence 0°c^0 1 . Thus 0°c^<^1 if g°~g x . Theorem 7 now follows from Lemmas 8, 9 and Theorem 10.
15. Examples. Let P and Q be 3-dimensional lens spaces (see [14, pp. 210 , 279]) of types (w, p) and (m, q) where m is the order of 7Ti(P) and TTI(Q). It was proved (see also [15] ) in [3] that, if there is an integer, fe, such that qz=±k 2 p (m), thenP^Q. We give an alternative proof of this by exhibiting a chain equivalence u:C(P)->C(Q).
As usual we suppose that P, Q are complexes such that C n (P), Cn ( , and are given by ua n -b n , vb n = a n if n = 0 or 3 and
It is easily verified that du~ud t dv~vd. I say that, if s, t are integers such that U^s (w), then (15.3) **(£0<ri(*9 = 1+ **««)• For let coo = 1, coi, • • • , co OT _i be the mth roots of unity and let %r be the character of 7Ti(P), which is given by %r(£) =co r . It follows from the ma.p\l/:Ko->K, which is given by \{/\Kl=<l>,\l/\ Ko -Kl = l, obviously induces an isomorphism p(Ko)->p(K). Therefore K is another realization of p. Let us take p=p(K). It is easily verified that any basis for p n (n = 4, 5) must consist of a single element, which is of the form ±£ r #w (r = 0 or 1). Therefore K has but a single w-cell, e n . Let a n be represented by a characteristic map for e n . We assume, as we obviously may, that a 2 , b 2 , a 3 are represented by characteristic maps for cells in Q z . Since (£ -l)ai = da$=jl3az, where7, /? mean the same as in §5, and since 187 = 0 we have (15.4) a -1)0*4 = /3(g -l)a 4 -0.
It follows from the condition (b) that d^' 1 (l), in P2, is a free Abelian group, which is freely generated by (£ -IK 62, ££2. Moreover J:TT2(Q 2 ) -»P2 is an isomorphism onto ^2
_1
(1) and we identify each aÇzir^Q 2 ) with jaGp2. Let P 2 be a universal covering complex of P 2 . Then . Let 7 be a generator of 7r 3 (dl 3 ) and, if aG7r 2 (X), where X is any space, let a-y^ir^X) be the element respresented by the resultant of a map 3/ 4 ->3/ 3 , representing 7, followed by a map dP->X, representing a. ) is a free Abelian group, which is freely generated by Therefore it is absurd to suppose that p has a geometrical realization. The above argument serves as an example of the use of the groups ir n (K n ) and j"" 1^) =iTr n (K n -1 ), which is discussed in §17 below.
Note on p n (K). Let p~p(K),
where K is a given complex. According to (D) in §5 of (I) any compact sub-set of K is contained in a finite sub-complex of K. Therefore the fact that p n is a free j5i-module if n>2 follows from arguments on p. 417 of [2] , restated in terms of relative homotopy groups. Alternatively one may prove the result for H n (K n > K 7 *-1 ), using the Eilenberg-Steenrod "excision" Theorem, where Ê is a universal covering complex of K.
We now show how the arguments on pp. 422-425 of [2] can be used to prove that P2 is a free crossed (pi, d 2 )-module. More generally let X = X 0 U {*} where the cells {^x} are attached to X 0 as in [2] . We allow this set of cells to be infinite provided X is a Hausdorff space such that (a) Xo is an arcwise connected, closed sub-set of X, and (b) YQX is closed if YC\Xo and all the sets YC\e\ are closed. Let this be so. Then it follows from the proof of (D) in §5 of (I) that any compact sub-set of X lies in the union of X 0 and a finite subset of the cells {el}.
Let p2 = 7T2(-X", Xo), pi-Ti(Xo), with a common base point #o£Xo, and let d:p2->pi be the boundary homomorphism. Let a{ £p2 be the element which is defined by a characteristic map 32 for el, joined to XQ by a path in Xo» We define a free crossed (pi, </>)-module K ( -h T1 in [2]), with a basis, {ax}, and with <j>a\ -da{. It follows from Lemma 2, in §2 above, that the correspondence a\-*a{ determines an operator homomorphism, d'.K->p 2 , such that <j> = dd. Obviously 0 is onto p 2 and we shall prove that it is an isomorphism.
Let OxOx be a 2-simplex. Then we may absorb the closure of el-ox into X 0l for each X. In order to simplify the notation we start again with el = al -dal and OxOx 2 , where e'l is a 2-cell, which is an open sub-set of X. Let p\ be a vertex of al-Any element of P2 may be
